Celebration of
The One Hundred and Twenty-seventh
Commencement Exercises

May the Sixteenth
Two Thousand and Twenty

May the Sixteenth
Two Thousand and Twenty-one

The Right Reverend Mark A. Cooper, O.S.B., Chancellor
Joseph A. Favazza, Ph.D., President
F. Joseph Loughrey, Chair of the Board of Trustees
Commencement Exercises will be simulcast in the following locations:
Coffee Shop, Goulet Science Center, Dana Humanities Center,
Roger and Francine Jean Student Center Auditorium.
THE ORDER OF CELEBRATION

Academic Procession ........................................... Amity Street Brass Quintet

Grand Marshal and Macebearer .............................. Brother Isaac S. Murphy, O.S.B.
Vice President for Academic Affairs

Invocation ......................................................... Kathryn O’Loughlin ’10
Assistant Director of Campus Ministry

National Anthem ................................................... Mickey Maguire ’20
Emma Salstman ’20

Greetings from the Faculty .................................... Tauna S. Sisco, Ph.D.
President of the Faculty Senate

Greetings from the Board of Trustees ............ The Reverend Mathias D. Durette, O.S.B.

Alumni Address .......................................................... Sean P. Connor ’20

Chancellor’s Award .............................................. The Right Reverend Mark A. Cooper, O.S.B.
Chancellor

President’s Address ................................................... Joseph A. Favazza, Ph.D.
President of the College

Musical Interlude .................................................... HOME
Original Composition by Anna Moraitis ’20

Announcing the Graduates................................. Mark W. Cronin, Ph.D.
Dean of the College

Welcome to the Alumni Association .................. Kathleen M. Mahan, Esq. ’02
President, Saint Anselm College Alumni Association

Benediction ......................................................... The Right Reverend Mark A. Cooper, O.S.B. ’71, HD ’04
Chancellor

Recessional .......................................................... Amity Street Brass Quintet
Dear Class of 2020,

Welcome home. Fifteen months after you left the Hilltop, and we all plunged into the uncertainly of a pandemic that changed our world, you have returned for what we promised you – a proper send-off in front of Alumni Hall with your classmates.

I imagine this day is filled with emotion and memories of the years you spent on our beautiful campus. You may be reflecting on the thousands of service hours you gave through the Meelia Center, through Campus Ministry and through many other worthy endeavors. You surely remember participating in wonderful causes such as Relay for Life and the Road for Hope, and the incredible service trips abroad. No doubt, you remember cheering our Hawks to championships and our Abbey Players to encores. And of course, you remember when your banner was raised, when you stood in line for a spot in the gingerbread contest, and when you enjoyed the many highs and lows with the people who are now your lifelong friends.

In short, during your four years here, you became Anselmian. And you are now part of an alumni community of more than 20,000 extended family members who you will meet time and again at Homecomings, reunions, weddings in the Abbey Church and much more. Today is the first of such celebrations.

Here is a confession: I will always have a special place in my heart for the Class of 2020. You are my “freshman class” as Saint Anselm College president, so we would have a bond under any circumstance, but given the disruption of the pandemic and your incredible spirit in the face of disappointment and adversity, you will always hold an important place in the history of the Hilltop.

We welcome you home with eager and open arms. I can tell you, everyone here at the college was looking forward to fulfilling the promise made to you and celebrating your tremendous achievement. Just as we made a promise to you, please promise us that you will stay connected to your alma mater and continue to support us as we educate future Anselmians.

Let us now commence with this most important of college traditions and celebrate your graduation!

Sincerely,

Joseph A. Favazza, Ph.D.
President
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SAINT ANSELM COLLEGE CHANCELLOR’S MEDAL

The Chancellor’s Medal is awarded to the student with the highest grade point average of the graduating class by the Abbot of Saint Anselm Abbey and Chancellor of Saint Anselm College. The Chancellor's Medal is the highest academic honor Saint Anselm College bestows on a graduating student.

The medal consists of the Seal of Saint Anselm College in the form of a medallion on a ribbon of blue and white. The seal is composed of a shield on which appears a black cross with three drops of blood in each quarter formed by the cross. These are the arms attributed to Saint Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury and patron saint of the College and Abbey. A sheaf of five silver arrows superimposed on the shaft of the cross, representing the original five counties of New Hampshire, is taken from the seal of the Colony of New Hampshire, upon which it was the central ornament. Encircling the shield is the name of the College, and at the top of the circle is the founding date of the College — 1889.

The Chancellor’s Medal was first awarded at the academic convocation in 1984 to Br. William A. Thurmeier, O.S.B., of St. Peter’s Abbey in Saskatchewan, Canada.
THE HONORS BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dennis Michael Aveta **
Sarrah Jordyn Chouiah ***
Sean P. Connor **
Erin Elizabeth Egan **
Kathryn Elizabeth Gardella **
Emily Jane Gillespie **
Sarah Elizabeth Gleason ***
Michael George Goddu *
Emma Kathryn Hayes *
Kendall Rose Hoover **
Robert Thomas Hughes ***
Gabriel Norbert Jean-Marie Jacques **
Katherine Mary Jepsen **
Samantha Ann Jette ***
Paige Victoria Labelle **
Megan Sarah Laham **
Shannon Rose McAdam ***
Patricia Emma McCrone **
Katelin Elizabeth McSherry *
Thomas James Meal ***
Rebecca Lea Olson *
Rose Mary Breen O’Malley ***
Roque Ariel Otazo González *
Jillian Catherine Petrillo ***
Claire Lynwood Ridley ***
Lucas Michael Romano *
Chloe Isabelle Ross ***
Emma Rose Saltsman **
Hanna Elizabeth Shibles **
Kyle Francis Silva **
Alyssa M. Smith *
Meaghan Patricia Wilson ***
Paul Ryan Zayka ***

*Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Elizabeth Kristine Abbott
Dayijha LaSháe Achille
Kurt Marshall Adams
Peter Michael Aiello **
Kailey Nicole Allen
Malik Sadot Allen
David Anthony Almeida **
Annika Rose Anderson
Luke John Anderson
Natasha Vail Antkowiak
William Cotter Argus
Abby Ryan Arsenault ***
Matthew Eoghan Bacon *
Amadou Saikou Bah
Kaitlyn Jayne Ballentine
Brandon Patrick Barrett
Cameron Butler Barrett
Emma Katherine Bartle
Delaney Elizabeth Bartol **
Bakir Bascelic
Genevieve Narissa Beer ***
Colton Thomas Bergal
Brianna Frances Bermingham
Mason Mather Bigelow
Jenna Noel Block *
Alison Taylor Bornstein
Madison Marie Borrelli ***
Alison Elaine Bouchard
Benjamin Bradley Brandeis
Rebecca Lynn Breckinridge
Michael Thomas Breen *
Kaitlyn Nancy Brine **

David Thomas Broderick
Neve Sarah Browne
Katherine Victoria Buck *
Michelle Duyen Bui *
Georgina Perry Burke *
Sean Patrick Burke
Hannah Marie Bushey **
Kimothy Christopher Bynum
Richard David Cabrera
Alexis Jordan-Lee Caldwell ***
Kaley Elizabeth Campbell **
Kristen Hope Campbell
Caroline Fay Cardosa **
Oscar DaPonte Furtado
Octavius Cardoso, Jr.
Claire Marie Carlin
Madison Tobin Carr
Marly Butler Carroll
William Goodrich Catyb
Brianna York Cerulli
Larissa Vasty Charitable
Ian Edward Chase
Caroline Marie Chlebecek **
Talia Marie Ciaramitaro
Kayla Ann Ciardiello *
Marisa Louisa Colace
Kyle Edward Colella
Amanda Marie Conger
Mason Thomas Cordeiro
Emily Meagan Cote *
Austin Dennis Coyne
Keely Marie Coyne
Emily Katherine Creedon **
Ryan Kevin Crowley
Cole Joseph Crusciel **
Sarah Elizabeth Cuddy *
Matthew John Merrill Cullinan *
Rachel Ellen Cummins
Hannah Norris Cunningham
Christopher James Currie **
Kristina Katherine Cushing
Andrew Nicholas Dahl
Christina Marie Damian *
Margaret Eileen D’Andrea
Vanessa Rose D’Angelo *
Delia Rose Davis
Erica Elizabeth Davis
Jacob Ryan Day
Jamie Elizabeth Dee **
William Patrick Deevy
Brian James DeFranzo
Katherine Anna DeFronzo *
Joseph John DeTufo *
Kelty Lyn Delaney *
Jacinta Gisele Deschaine *
Amanda Rose DeSimone *
Stephen Andrew Desmarais
Thomas Michael Devaney
Brendan Michael Devlin *
Nicholas Allen Diamond
Matthew William Dilios
Arianna Rose DiPietro *
David Salbino DiZazzo
Conor Charles Doherty
Abigail Marie Donaldson **

*Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Shawn Patrick Donovan
Kyra Diana Dornanville
de la Cour
Lily Marjorie Dow
Michael Brian Doyle *
Anna Belle Drakeley
Hannah Elise Draper
Matthew Patrick Dubois **
Cassidy Margaret Duffany *
Baelyn Irene Duffy **
Julie Esther Duperier
Emily Frances Dupuis *
Kristina Durham **
Brendan Gray Earley *
Dawson Maguire Ellis *
Maxwell Brandon Ernst **
Jacob Daly Ethier
Daniel Christopher Evans
Cody Daniel Face *
Kelly Alysse Fagan **
Eric R. Fairweather *
Emily Margaret Falanga **
Caly Jade Farina
Kevin Truman Farmer
Alexandra Esther Farrohi
Michael Vincent Ferraro
Shayla Marie Ferren
Jared Arthur Ferris
Melanie Lynn Fey
Nicholas Robert Fiorillo **
Elijah James Robert Fish
Joshua Derek Gagne
Anthony Patrick Galasso
Gianna Elizabeth Galluzzo **
Alexander Brennan Gamache
Timothy Scott Gardame
Amanda Evelyn Gately *
André Joseph Gaudet
Jeremy Joseph Gaudet
Helaina Nicole Gekas
George Morrill Geraghty
Cole Michael Gill
Nicholas Michael Giordano
Tyler Maxwell Glass
Mark Anthony Glebus
Caitlin Marguerite Golden *
Brett Graham Goodhue
Christopher Morgan Googins
Kristen Marie Gordon Lesage
Alison Pearl Gosselin *
Jamie Nicole Gottwald **
Jake Armstrong Grade
Isabella Nicole Gratta *
Robert Jack Green
Elizabeth Shea Greenan
Marianne Cameron Greene **
Megan Elizabeth Grenier **
Catherine Elizabeth Griffin *
Ashley Nicole Grillo
Payton Ann Gullikson ***
Joseph Guzman *
Kerri Ann Hanson
Leah Marie Harris **
Brooke E. Haskell
Maura Theresa Hayes *
Lucas Robert Heald *
Jillian Suzanne Heatley ***
Nicholas Colin Heckt
Michael G. Heffernan
Andrea Lauren Hemphill
Anthony James Hemphill **
Kathleen Marie
Hennebry-Kenny *
Esmeralda Hernandez *
Noah Francisco Hernandez **
Paola Alexandra Hernandez Sandoval
Mitchel Curtis Hibbert
Sneha Hoda
Breda Anne Holland **
Patrick Arthur Horrocks
Samantha Elizabeth Howshan
Joshua Thomas Hughes
Richard James Fitzpatrick
Hume *
Ashley Rose Iannuzzi *
Caroline Kelly Ihlefeld *
Daniel Francis Incropera
Helene Marie Ingoldsby *
Oriagna Margarita Inirio
Richards
Fu Cheng Willemien Jansen
Meghan Elizabeth Jerram
Trevor I. Jessie
Steven Carl Johnson *
Blaine Sherwood Johnson III
Erin Johnston *
Nicole Tabetha Jones
James Arthur Judge III

*Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Michaela Elizabeth Kane
Gillian Rose Kayo
Bridget Anna Keefe **
Timothy Robert Keith, Jr. *
Elizabeth Erin Kelly
Kiera Elizabeth Kennedy *
Samantha Marion Kenney
Kayla Renee Keough
Courtney Loretta Keyes
Joseph Preston King
Megan Taylor Klaus *
Kyleigh Lyn Kneeland *
Luke Konishesky *
Kaylin Nicole Krslovic **
Megan Lalonde
Jack Ryan Landry **
Erin Ashley Langton
Jennifer Carol LaPorte
Kiley Anne Larocque **
Mary Theresa Lavelle
Jackson Ernest Lawrence **
Julia Elizabeth Lazarek **
Tran Le
Shane S. LeGraw **
Michelle Therese Lemelin
Therese Rose Lemerise *
Jeremy Austin Lewis *
Joseph Carl Lewis
John William Liguori III
John Michael Little, Jr. **
Lauren Elizabeth Lockard **
Leanna Elise Long

Gabriel Antonio Lopez *
Kaeliegh Marion Lord
John Edward Loughnane
Kelly Anne Lule
Mickey Maguire, Jr.
Erin Paula Mahar *
Emily Jordan Maier **
Alexandra Rose Margerison
Kayla Frances Marino
Nathaniel James Marotta
Haley Marie Marshall *
William Gregory Martell
Kathleen Siobhan Martucci
Farid Abdallah Mawanda
Peter William Mayer
Emily Rose McAuley
Catherine Grace McCarthy *
Jocelyn Marie McCarthy
Katelyn Noel McCoole **
Colleen Casey McDonough
Kathryn Marie McGillivray ***
Paul William M’Gunigle, Jr.
Liam Thomas McHugh
Brendan Kevin M’Innis
Brendan Matthew McKiernan
Brianna Melcha de Oliveira McLaughlin
Christina Elaine McLellan *
Patrick James McLoughlin
Ian Robert McNamara *
Brendan Samuel McPherson
Emily Ann M’Sherry *

Margaret Virginia McSherry
Katelyn Anne Meade *
Nicholas Alexander Meissner ***
Sara Anne Messler *
Dena Elizabeth Miller ***
Cornelius Antoine Miller, Jr.
Brendan Michael Mills **
Patrick Brian Mills *
Victoria T. Milner
Ani Chake Minasian *
Tyler Peterson Miranda
Abigail Clare Mitchell
Caroline Mary Mitchell
Kristina Margaret Mitchell
Anthony Paul Mollica *
Hayley Marie Morgan *
Caroline Robinson Morison **
Mary Jane Morrison
Roshelle Anne-Marie Morrison **
Madeline Pauline Moulison
Colleen Anna Mulholland
Daniel James Murphy
Isabelle Marie Murphy
Maggie Katherine Murphy
Sarah Elizabeth Murphy
Shayla Michele Murphy **
Miquela Ortiz Murray *
Matthew Reed Narducci
Mary Miranda Nee
Liam Michael Nehiley *
Noah John Nicholson

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude
Amirna Nunez
Sean Thomas O'Donnell
Seamus Russell Oeser
Thomas Patrick O'Hare, Jr.
Taryn Marie O’Neil
Liam Matthew O’Sullivan
Amanda McNeil Pageau *
Matthew Michael Panneton *
James Giucchino Panzini **
Wallace Ellsworth Phelps
David Joseph Philbin *
Michaela Callan Piddock
Dakota Walter Pidgeon
Leighanne Marie Pike
Joseph Thomas Planz
Julianne Marie Plourde *
Jared Daniel Plumb ***
Mary Emilie Pokora
Raymond Edward Portu
Jillan Rose Powers
Emily Catherine Provencher *
Baillee Racine Pudvar *
Matthew Stephen Raymond *
Alyssa Dorothy Redington***
Allison Emily Reh ***
Colleen Elizabeth Reilly *
Jillian Ann Rigby *
Michael Robert Riggs, Jr. *
James Francis Righini
Olivia Kathleen Riley

Colin Stewart Rios
Matthew Thomas Robson *
Abigail Barry Roden
Joseph Robert Romanow *
Rebecca Elizabeth Rondeau *
Heather Marie Roscoe *
Jacob Gray Rostkowski
Ian James Routhier
Josephine Mary Roy *
Elizabeth Jean Ryan *
Shannon Christy Ryan
David Edmund Scalia *
Kaleigh Rose Scoville **
Susan-Caitlyn Dangiu Seavey *
Jerome Seglah
Rebecca Ann Shea **
Devon Walter Sherman
Olivia Sandra Shkliew *
Christopher Scott Simpson ***
Collin Thomas Smith
Kyle Duncan Smith
Sophie Grace Smith *
Jarrod Clark Solloway *
Madison Stone Sollows
Matthew Ryan Solomon *
Ryan Christopher Spillane
Madalyn R. Stevens *
Kelly Ann Stewart
Nicholas James
St. Germain ***

Brianna Lynn Sullivan **
Meghan Rose Sullivan*
Mikayla Kathleen Sullivan *
Michael Kathleen Sullivan*
Garrett Scott Swezey
Sara Allison Sylvia
Olivia Janelle Teixeira
Caroline Templer
Katrina Kim Trinh Thaibinh *
Julia Elizabeth Thissell **
Colleen Mary Toomy **
Joseph Robert Trabucchi *
Molly Marjorie Travis *
Sarah Marisa Tropeano *
Curtiss Brian Vachon *
Tate Neville Van Valkenburg
Sean Patrick Verrier *
Brenden Vessichio
Tyler Douglas Viger **
Mariah Taylor Vogeley
Megan C. Watkins *
John Matthew Winslow, Jr.
Joseph Charles Wirth
Courtney Yvette Witham *
Jason Philip Wood *
Ryan Michael Yianakopoulos
Joseph Mitchell Young **
Nicholas James Young
Elise Ann Zarcaro *
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Andrew Jordan Amaral
Eleanor Leslie Angus
Lindsey McDonald Annum
Paige Alexandra Bailey **
Peter Arthur Bax
Molly Elizabeth Beck *
Christina Marie Behen
Bridget Helen Bell *
Johanna Kathleen Bennett *
Nicholas Paul Bergeron **
Cassandra Emma Bigelow *
Jennifer Lee Biles *
Madeline Marie Binding **
Reilly Patrick Birmingham *
Patrick Robert Blaney
Heather Wilson Cable ***
Jennifer Lee Cicconi *
Casey McKay Cosgrove *
Simone Patricia Curtin-Rugless *
Kaitlin Derweiler ***
Erin Cathleen Devine
Matthew Christopher Diello *
Jaclyne Therese Dion *
Sarah K. Dole
Caroline Donovan Donnelly
Caroline Veronica Dougherty *
Megan Nancy Dromey
Madyson Elizabeth Dwan
Abigail Katherine Edison
Abigail Rose Ethier **
Caitlin Taylor Ferreira *
Mary Kathleen Fitzgerald **
Emma Rose Flynn
Lauren Regan Folchetti *
Hannah Marie Friend
Anna Louise Furness *
Sarah Elizabeth Gilbert
Aine Mary Glavin ***
Caitlin Mary Graham
Chelsea M. Hall
Katherine Marie Hartford **
Sydnie Mayorga Fitzgerald Healy
Cathryn Paige Heavey *
Martha Mary Heavey
Bridget Kelly Henss *
Kaitlin Elizabeth Hughes *
Ariana Lucia Ifraate *
Gabrielle Beverly Ikkela *
Sarah Nicole Johnson **
Madilyn Elizabeth Jones *
Adelina Mary Katzounos **
Shannon Rose Kelsey **
Emily Rose Knight ***
Alexander John Lanzi
Grace Kathryn Larkin *
Natasha Marie Leveille *
Chiemi Liskow **
Olivia Mary Lofstrom
Noelle Marie MacDonald
Jillian Marie MacEachern ***
Erin Marie Martin
Alexandra Marie Masiello
Erin Haley M’Cosh **
Amanda Theresa McDermott *
Gillian Elizabeth McDonald *
Teaghan Grace McLaughlin *
Maryjane Elizabeth McNiff **
Ellen Lori Miceli **
Lindsay Ann Milton *
Hannah K. Mischler
Deborah J. Monnat-White *
Anna Grace Moraitis *
Jessica Josephine Morelli *
Mikayla Sandra Murphy ***
Erina Carolina Parker
Karlye Marie Pinto ***
Micaela Elizabeth Pitts
Brittany Joy Power
Katherine Margaret Quinn
Lily Margaret Reid
Julia Marjorie Rein *
Brooke Ann Ritchie **
Molly Boyd Rivera
Logan Nicol Roberge *
Christin Marie Sandhammer
Margaret Grace Sheridan **
Ryan Kenneth Sheridan
Aurora Elizabeth Sullivan **
Alexsis Melanie Talbot *
Kristen Marie Tomei
Krisin Marie Vorderer **
Danielle Ann Whitman ***
We, the Trustees of Saint Anselm College, Manchester, New Hampshire extend greetings in the Lord to all who read this Diploma.

Inasmuch as our esteemed [graduate] has rendered himself/herself worthy to receive public awards and honors, we, under delegation of the highest authority of the State, make known to all by this Diploma that he/she has been declared and appointed by us

[Honors Bachelor of Arts]
[Honors Bachelor of Science]
[Bachelor of Arts]
[Bachelor of Science]

with all the rights, honors and privileges which holders of the [Honors Bachelor of Arts] [Honors Bachelor of Science] [Bachelor of Arts Degree] [Bachelor of Science Degree], everywhere have and enjoy by right and approved custom.

In testimony whereof we present this Diploma, undersigned and secured with the seal of this College.
SAINT ANSELM COLLEGE MISSION

Saint Anselm is a Catholic, Benedictine College providing all its students a distinctive liberal arts education that incorporates opportunities for professional and career preparation. It does so in a learning community that encourages the lifelong pursuit of the truth and fosters intellectual, moral and spiritual growth to sustain and enrich its graduates’ personal lives, work, and engagement within local, national, and global communities.

THE TEN HALLMARKS OF BENEDICTINE EDUCATION

1. Love of Christ and neighbor
2. Prayer: a life marked by liturgy, lectio, and mindfulness
3. Stability: commitment to the daily life of this place, its heritage, and tradition
4. Conversatio: faithfulness to a way of life within community
5. Obedience: a commitment to listening and consequent action
6. Discipline: a way toward learning and freedom
7. Humility: knowledge of self in relation to God, others, and creation
8. Stewardship: responsible use of creation, culture, and the arts
9. Hospitality: openness to others
10. Community: call to serve the common good
Saint Anselm College was founded in 1889, when the Order of Saint Benedict of New Hampshire was incorporated by the state legislature. At the request of The Most Reverend Denis M. Bradley, the first bishop of Manchester, the Benedictine monks of St. Mary’s Abbey of Newark, New Jersey, established a college to educate a new generation of Americans, regardless of their religious denomination, status, or ethnicity.

As founding president of the new college, Abbot Hilary Pfaengle, O.S.B., purchased land on a hilltop overlooking the city of Manchester and oversaw construction of the college’s first building. When the nearly completed structure was destroyed by fire a year later, he decided to rebuild. On September 6, 1893, the college opened its doors to receive its first students, who paid $180 for their tuition, room and board. A six-year classical course, with curricula in philosophical and theological studies, was organized and opened to 100 qualified students, including preparatory school students.

The gas-lit brick building called Administrative Hall served many functions, including administration, housing, recreation, worship and study. The earliest students ate, slept, did their laundry, even did pull-ups and bowled tenpins within its walls.

In 1910, Abbot Ernest Helmstetter, O.S.B., succeeded Abbot Hilary and embarked upon expanding the college. Under the leadership of eight more presidents until the present day, the college has continued in its mission to provide a strong education in the liberal arts, grounded in the Catholic, Benedictine intellectual tradition. Its approach to education has ever been guided by the spirit of its patron saint, Saint Anselm of Canterbury, who was a scholar and teacher. Anselm believed in the importance of educating the young for life, and not to master a particular subject area.

Throughout its 129 years, the college has built upon the work of its founders, overcoming many challenges including the lean years of the Great Depression and WWII. Its presidents have maintained the college’s traditions and goals while adapting to changes in the world and in higher education, all the while meeting the needs of its students.

Major facilities were added in the 1960s, including residences, a computer center, dining hall, athletic facilities, and activities center. A nursing program was established in 1952 and gained a regional reputation. The faculty and administration developed a formal humanities program, called Portraits of Human Greatness, which gained national acclaim. In 1973, Fr. Brendan Paul Donnelly, O.S.B., the college’s seventh president, oversaw the transition to a co-educational college, and the first women were admitted to the liberal arts program.

Over the course of its history, more than 30,000 men and women have graduated from Saint Anselm College. It has been visited by presidents and has served as the nation’s classroom during presidential election cycles. It has produced graduates who guard the nation’s security, care for its homeless, conduct business, search for cures, and lead parishes. Many of its graduates have returned to Saint Anselm as professors teaching the next generation of Anselmians. They continue the work of the academics and administrators who have preceded them, ever in the spirit of the pursuit of truth and maintaining the harmony between the knowledge of faith and the knowledge of reason.
THE SAINT ANSELM COLLEGE MACE

Originally, the mace was a heavy club with a metal head, often spiked, used by knights in the Middle Ages to crush the armor of opponents. By the 14th century, maces had become more ceremonial in use and decorated with jewels and precious metals, losing their war-club appearance. Maces no longer were used as weapons after the 16th century.

In modern times, the mace has become a work of art and a symbol of authority, usually identified with such formal functions in higher education as convocations, presidential installations, and commencements.

The Saint Anselm College mace, hand carved from black walnut, was designed and executed by the monks of Saint Joseph Abbey, the Trappist monastery in Spencer, Massachusetts. One of its striking features is the cross surmounting the mace, which is patterned after the cross in the Saint Anselm Abbey Church; another is the seal of the College, mounted on the round head of the mace, and composed of a shield on which appears a black cross with three drops of blood in each quarter formed by the cross. These are the arms attributed to Saint Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury and patron saint of the College and Abbey. A sheaf of five silver arrows superimposed on the shaft of the cross, representing the original five counties of New Hampshire, is taken from the seal of the Colony of New Hampshire, upon which it was the central ornament. Encircling the shield is the legend Sigillum Collegii Sancti Anselmi (Seal of the College of Saint Anselm), and at the bottom of the circle is the founding date of the College — 1889.

THE PRESIDENTIAL CHAIN OF OFFICE

The Chain of the Office of the President of Saint Anselm College was commissioned by Reverend Augustine G. Kelly, O.S.B., then Vice President, Academic Affairs and Dean of the College, for the inauguration of President Steven R. DiSalvo, Ph.D. in 2013. It is composed of a series of links which include the names of the previous presidents of the college and their dates of office. Included in the chain are four fleurs-de-lis as a tribute to the Sisters of Saint Joan of Arc who lived, prayed and worked on this campus for eighty years. Hanging from the chain is the Seal of Saint Anselm College in the form of a medallion. Attaching the medallion to the chain is a single link with the letters U.I.O.G.D. for the Latin “Ut in omnibus glorificetur Deus” from the fifty-seventh chapter of the Rule of Saint Benedict “That in all things God may be glorified.”
ACADEMIC COSTUME

The distinctive dress associated with academic ceremonies comprises a gown, hood, and cap. Developed in the Middle Ages, academic dress was ecclesiastical in origin since, initially, all members of a university were clerics and required to wear clerical attire. The earliest dress for undergraduates and bachelors consisted of a black habit — the habit of the Benedictine Order. A black hood lined with white rabbit fur was worn with it and, under the habit, all wore the plain black cassock. Such garb distinguished students and faculty as university members, but it also protected against the cold, indoors and out, since medieval buildings were unheated. The hood, used in early times as a head covering, has become a symbol of higher education, and the three elements — gown, hood, and cap — today are colorful accessories of formal academic functions.

The style of the gown indicates the degree attained by the wearer. The bachelor's gown has short, pointed sleeves and is worn closed front. The master's gown has oblong sleeves and the doctor's gown has bell-shaped sleeves, and may be worn open or closed. Velvet trimming down the front and velvet sleeve bars also distinguish the doctor's gown.

The color of the hood edging generally indicates the discipline of the wearer, for example, white for arts and letters, crimson for journalism, purple for law, green for medicine, yellow for science, gold for nursing, dark blue for philosophy, scarlet for theology, et cetera.

The hood is lined with the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. More than one color may be shown by using a chevron, or by even divisions of the colors. Saint Anselm College colors are blue and white, so the hoods presented today have blue and white linings.

Tassels on the caps usually are black for bachelors and masters, but doctors may wear gold tassels.